ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK IN THE MODELLING OF THE EFFECT OF CHROMIUM DOPANTS ON THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF AL-4% CU ALLOY
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Abstract: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was used to model the effect of Chromium dopants on the mechanical properties duralumin (Al-4 %Cu). The results showed that the hardness, yield strength, and ultimate tensile strength increased, while the energy absorbed and percentage elongation decreased, with increasing %wt of Chromium dopants. Simulation results of ANN show strong agreement with experimental values, having satisfactory R-values of Mean Square Error. ANN can suitably be used to predict the mechanical properties of Al-4%Cu doped with Chromium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aluminium based Metal Matrix Composites (AMMC) are widely used in structural applications due to their high strength-weight ratio. Their properties are modified suitably to meet up with the high demand for advanced materials in the aerospace and automobile industries [1, 2]. The Al 6xxx series, in particular, is one of the Al composites commonly used in the development of aircraft components [3]. They have high corrosion resistance and good strength to weight ratio [4]. There are several ways of producing AMMC [2]. However, the sand casting method is the least expensive [5–7].

Some substances ranging from ceramics, agro-waste to mineral elements have been used as dopants to alter the properties of AMMC. Some ceramic materials such as SiC [8, 9], Al2O3 and SiO [10, 11], and MoS2 powders [12] have been reportedly used to improve the hardness and wear resistance of AMMC. The densities of ceramic materials are higher than AMMC, thus would negatively affect the over-all strength-weight ratio. Also, the non-uniform distribution of particles has been reported for certain ceramics dopants [13]. Agro-waste such as fly ash has also been used to improve the properties of AMMC [5, 14, 15]. Some of these materials are combined to form hybrid AMMC. A review of such hybrid AMMC is given by [16]. For now, hybrid composites are faced with porosity issue and uneven distribution of dopants [17, 18]. Several mineral elements have also been used to alter the properties of AMMC. A review of the effect of commonly applied major and minor elements used as dopants on AMMC is given by [19]. The effect of graphite on the microstructural and mechanical properties of Al6082 was reported in [20].

In recent time, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) has gained wide acceptance in the modelling of composite materials. Unlike conventional regression models, ANN can be used to model the nonlinear characteristics of metal composites [21]. Application of ANN as a modelling or data fitting tool can be likened to the brain’s ability to acquire knowledge from experience. ANN usually has an input layer, an output layer and one or more hidden
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layers, all of which constitutes the network structure or architecture. There are two types of network architecture, namely, feedforward system and back propagation. The backpropagation architecture has its output route back to its previous layer while the feedforward network has no diverted cycle. The backpropagation network is mostly utilised for modelling composite behaviours [22, 23]. Training is a significant step after the ANN structure is developed.

ANN model is usually trained to be able to mimic the given data. Various types of algorithms developed over the years for training ANN models are discussed in the literature [24]. For the back propagation networks, the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm has been shown to give the best predictions [23]. The effectiveness of the ANN models is usually accessed using R-values and Mean Square Errors. Most of the ANN models for predicting composites behaviour typically have a high level of accuracy, showing minimal error and R-values as high as 0.9 [25].

One common area of application of ANN is the modelling of experimental data for forecasting. The computational time as affected by different algorithms, associated errors, and coding techniques have been reported for modelling sheet metals with ANN [22]. ANN can predict the complex behaviour of AMMC within a short time, using relatively small data set [2]. Some ANN AMMC models have been developed over the years. For most of the ANN AMMC models, the input variables were the percentage dopants and other factors which can affect the properties of the composite material. In the work of Varo et al. (2013) reinforcement ratio and milling time were used to predict density, hardness and tensile strength of Al2024–B4C composites produced by powder metallurgy. Also, the prediction of corrosion and hardness using percentage dopants, sintering time and temperature as input variables have been reported [26]. The percentage constituent elements of Al composites have been used as inputs to predict different outputs such as hardness [27], wear resistance [28], wear loss and surface roughness [29], and hardness, density and porosity [26]. Some models for predicting different mechanical properties based on the combination of processing parameters and percentage combination has been developed [30]. Squeeze pressure, die preheat temperature and melt temperature has also been used to predict ultimate tensile strength, hardness and yield strength [31].

Due to a large number of mechanical properties of Al-4 % Cu that is affected by the percentage dopants, it can be difficult to predict accurately using conventional methods. The ANN models that have been reported for AMMC have just three or less of outputs; thus their application for all mechanical properties as affected by percentage dopants is minimal. Furthermore, information on the effectiveness of this technique in the modelling of Al-4 % Cu composites doped with chromium is sparse, whereas it could be a useful predictive tool. This study is aimed at: firstly, to develop an ANN model for Al-4 % Cu composites that can predict mechanical properties as affected by the percentage of Chromium dopant; and then to assess its performance as a predictive tool for this purpose.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

2.1. Experimental details

The starting materials were: Aluminium 6063 ingots obtain from the Nigeria Aluminum Extrusion Company, Nigeria; high purity Copper rod obtained from the Chemical market, Onitsha, Nigeria and Chromium metal powder obtained from Ogbete market, Enugu, Nigeria.

A 15.294 Kg charge mass of the constituting elements was used for the experiments. The charge had 96 % (14.4 Kg) Aluminium and 4 % (0.606 Kg) of Copper, and an additional 2 % (288 g) and 1 % (0.006 g) of Aluminium and Copper respectively, to cater for oxidation losses.

To prepare a 15 Kg charge mass of duralumin (Al-4 % Cu), 0.606 Kg (4 %) of as-received Copper plus an extra 0.006 g (1 %) to cater for oxidation losses were charged into a 100kg capacity bailout graphite crucible furnace and then heated till it was completely melted. Afterwards, 14.4 Kg (96 %) of as-received Aluminium 6063 ingots plus an extra 0.288 g (2%) to cater for oxidation losses was charged into the furnace. The Aluminium and Copper melt was then stirred for about two minutes to achieve a homogenous mix. The molten Al-4 % Cu homogenous mix was then poured out on a prepared sand bed and allowed to solidify at room temperature.

Chromium powder in steps of 0.25 wt % from 0.25 wt % to 5 wt % was added to the appropriate amount of Al-4 % Cu to prepare doped samples. The mixtures were melted in a mild steel crucible pot placed inside the furnace
and thoroughly stirred for about two minutes to obtain a homogenous mix. The homogenous mix obtained was poured into a cylindrically shaped mould.

The prepared samples were then machined to produce test pieces for the different mechanical tests to be carried out. The prepared samples were viewed on a Digital Reflected light Metallurgical Microscope at X400 magnification. The Brinnel hardness test was carried out on test pieces (10 mm diameter by 15 mm length) of the different samples following ASTM E10 standard using a Gunt Brinell hardness tester. The Brinnel hardness number (BHN) was calculated using equation 1:

$$BHN = \frac{p}{\pi D (D - \sqrt{D^2 - d^2})}$$  
(1)

Where $p$ is applied load in kg; $D$ - diameter of indenter in mm; $d$ - impressed diameter in mm.

The tensile test was carried out on test pieces using the Testrometric universal testing machine model M500-25KN following the ASTM E8/E8M Standard. The dimensions of the cutout piece were: 32 mm length of reduced section, 25 mm gauge length, 6.35 mm reduced section diameter and 8 mm fillet radius. The ultimate tensile strength, yield strength and percentage elongation were recorded.

Impact test was carried out on test pieces using a modified form of the ASTM E23 following standard procedure. Cylindrical test pieces of 8 mm diameter and 40 mm length was used instead of a square bar. The test was conducted at room temperature ($27^\circ$C) using a Birmingham impact testing machine, and striking velocity was 10 rad/s.

2.2. Artificial Neural Network modelling

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was implemented in MATLAB. The percentage of chromium dopant was used as the model input while the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, percentage elongation, hardness and absorbed energy were used as outputs. The experimental data was split into 70 % (11 samples), 15 % (3 samples) and 15 % (3 samples) for training, validation and test, respectively, of the ANN model. The model was trained with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The performance of the model was accessed using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Square Error (MSE) calculated with equations (2) and (3) respectively. The structure of the ANN is shown in Figure 1.

$$RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_T} \sum_{k=1}^{N_T} (AV_k - PV_k)^2}$$  
(2)
\[ MSE = \frac{1}{N_T} \sum_{k=1}^{N_T} \left( \frac{\left| A_{VK} - P_{VK} \right|}{A_{VK}} \right) \]  

(3)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Effect of dopants on the Microstructure

The micrographs of selected samples are shown in Figure 2 to 7. Grain boundaries were found to increase with the %wt Cr added. Grain boundaries serve as a blockade to dislocation movement. Thus increasing number of grain boundaries will likely affect the ductility negatively while hardness may be increased.

Fig. 2. Micrograph of Al-4%Cu (x 400).

Fig. 3. Micrograph of Al-4% Cu-1.0 %wt Cr (x 400).

Fig. 4. Micrograph of Al-4% Cu-2.0 % wt Cr (x400).

Fig. 5. Micrograph of Al-4% Cu-2.5 % wt Cr (x400).

Fig. 6. Micrograph of Al-4% Cu-3.5 % wt Cr (x400).

Fig. 7. Micrograph of Al-4% Cu-4.0 % wt Cr (x400).
3.2. Impact test

Figure 8 shows the energy absorbed against the percentage weight of chromium. This was obtained via an Impact test which measures the energy that is absorbed by a material during fracture. The absorbed energy was found to decrease with an increasing percentage of Cr. This implies that the material was becoming less ductile as the percentage of Chromium added increased.

Fig. 8. Impact test Plot (Percentage weight of Chromium versus Absorbed energy).

3.3. Hardness Test

The hardness of Al-4%Cu plotted against percentage Cr dopants is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the hardness increased with increasing percentage Cr dopants. The increasing hardness can be attributed to the doping element aiding formation of more grain boundaries and occupying spaces in the grain boundaries thereby resisting grain boundary dislocations.

Fig. 9. The result of the hardness test.

3.4. Tensile test

The tensile test revealed the effect of the percentage dopants on the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and percentage elongation of the material at yield. The percentage elongation versus %wt Cr is shown in Figure 10. Values of % elongation were found to decrease as the %wt Cr increases. This is because the material was becoming increasingly harder but less ductile as the % wt Cr increased.

Figure 11 and 12 show the effect of % wt Cr dopant, on the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength respectively. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength increase with % wt of Cr dopants up to 2.5 %, beyond which the values of tensile strength were found to decrease with increasing % wt Cr. This shows that the tensile (and yield) strength increased as % wt Cr increased up to 2.5 % and the material becomes progressively harder. As the % wt Cr increased beyond 2.5 %, the material transited from a ductile to a brittle material and so the tensile (and yield) strength began to drop as the % wt Cr increased even though the material’s hardness continued to increase.
3.5. Result of ANN Modelling

In this study, the developed ANN model was used to predict the ultimate tensile, yield strength, percentage elongation, hardness and absorbed energy (impact strength) as affected by % wt Cr dopants. The predicted values are shown in Figure 8 to 12.

Figure 13 shows the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the developed ANN model for different instances of iteration. The MSE rapidly dropped for the testing, validation and test data set. The validation and test data set had similar characteristics indicating that the values of MSE are reasonable. No significant overfitting had occurred at the 83rd iteration, having minimum MSE of 101.45. At this point, best validation performance occurred.
The error histogram for 20 bins is presented in Figure 14. The errors were obtained by finding the difference between targets (experimental values) and outputs (ANN model predicted values). The errors range from -27.58 to 24.8 in the different instances. Although some validation and test data had error values of -2.77 and 2.76, respectively, most of the instances had a minimum error, being -0.01193.

Figure 15 to 17 show the regression plots for the training, validation and testing data sets, respectively. It represents the network outputs with their corresponding targets. As observed, most of the data set fell along the 45-degree line where network outputs are equal to targets. The fit is reasonably good for all the data sets with R-values being 1, 0.99 and 0.99 for training, validation, and testing respectively. R-value of 1 for the training data set indicates that the ANN model perfectly mimics the data set used for its training. R-values being very close to 1 for validation and test data set indicate high accuracy of prediction using the ANN model.

![Training: R=1](image1)

Fig. 15. Regression plot for the training data set.

![Validation: R=0.99897](image2)

![Test: R=0.99964](image3)

Fig. 16. Regression plot for the validation data set.  
Fig. 17. Regression plot for the test data set.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Samples of Al–4 % Cu composite doped with Cr varied from 0 to 4 wt % in steps of 0.25 % reinforcement size was successfully produced via the sand casting method. The ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, percentage elongation, hardness and impact strength were determined following ASTM standard. ANN was successfully applied to model the effect of wt % of Cr reinforcement on the ultimate tensile strength, yield strength, percentage elongation, hardness and impact strength of Al–4%Cu composites in this study. The following conclusions were thus drawn:

1. Chromium can be used as dopants to improve the mechanical properties of Al-4 % Cu alloy
2. Chromium dopants can be uniformly dispersed on Al-4 % Cu as observed via micrographs.
3. The increase in hardness of the doped samples for a particular dopant is proportional to the percentage weight composition of the dopant for the range covered in the study.
4. Doping Al-4 % Cu alloy with Cr resulted in the loss of ductility of the alloy.

ANN effectively modelled the mechanical characteristics of AL-4 % Cu composite. Therefore ANN can be used to estimate the mechanical properties of AL-4 % Cu composites doped with Cr satisfactorily, thereby reducing the testing time and cost of experiments.
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